Regulation of mammalian cell growth by autocrine growth factors: analysis of consequences for inoculum cell density effects.
Effects of inoculum cell density on mammalian cell growth in culture have been observed in a variety of experimental systems. Although these effects have been attributed generally to medium conditioning by the cells, there has previously been no quantitative theory proposed for this phenomenon based on developments in molecular and cell biology. In this article, we offer such a theory founded on the regulatory action of autocrine growth factors. A particularly relevant example of these is platelet- derived growth factor (PDGF), which is produced by fibroblastic cells in response to stimulation by transforming growth factor beta (TGFbeta), a common serum constituent, and provides a mitogenic signal for the same cells. A simple mathematical model for the production, diffusive transport, and binding of autocrine growth factors to cell surface receptors, coupled to a model for the dependence of cell proliferation on growth factor receptor binding allows prediction of initial cell population growth rate as a function of inoculum cell density. We focus on situations involving anchorage-dependent cell growth, in which the cells are attached to a surface. A number of clear results are obtained, most notably the following: 1) for cells cultured on spherical microcarrier bead surfaces, the inoculum cell density needed to produce a given growth rate is linearly proportional to the bead radius; and 2) all other factors being equal, the inoculum cell density on a unit surface area basis needed to produce a given growth rate is greater for spherical microcarrier surfaces than for flat culture dish surfaces. These two results are consistent with the experimental observations of Hu and coworkers(1,2) for fibroblast growth in minimal medium plus serum. The model also allows elucidation of the influence of other system parameters, both biological and physical, on initial cell proliferation rate and the inoculum cell density dependence.